The effective low-energy models of the Hubbard model are usually derived from perturbation theory. Here we derive the effective model of the Hubbard model in spin space and t-J space using a unitary transformation from numerical optimization. We represent the Hamiltonian as Matrix product state(MPO) and represent the unitary transformation using gates according to tensor network methods. We obtain this unitary transformation by optimizing the unitary transformation between the ground state of the Hubbard model and the projection of the Hubbard model ground state into spin space and t-J space. The unitary transformation we get from numerical optimization yields effective models that are in line with perturbation theories. This numerical optimization method starting from ground state provides another approach to analyze effective low-energy models of strongly correlated electron systems.
Introduction
The effective low-energy models of the Hubbard model are usually derived from perturbation theory. Including Canonical Transformations [1] and Brillouin-Wigner Method etc [2] . Here we derive the effective low-energy Hamiltonian of the Hubbard model in spin space for half-filling and t-J space for doping cases using a unitary transformation by numerical optimization. The Hubbard model is defined as
The Effective Hamiltonian of the Hubbard model in spin space is defined as
If we write Hubbard H as different pieces as
where T i refers to one piece of the kinetic energy operator that change the of the doubly-occupied sites respectively (+1, 0, −1). Then Effective H in t-J space can be expressed as [3] 
Derivation of the unitary
There is an infinite number of unitaries that remove all double occupancy in the ground state. We choose the unitary that has the minimum number of gates. Hamiltonian is represented as a Matrix product operator (MPO). We obtain this unitary transformation by optimizing the unitary transformation that makes the norm of the ground state of the Hubbard model and the projection of Hubbard ground state into spin space or t-J space to be 1. So the loss function is defined as 1 − ψ(0)|psi , where |ψ(0) is the ground state of Hubbard model, |ψ is the projection of Hubbard ground state into spin space or t-J space. The ground state is computed using DMRG method [4] . Figure 1 illustrates the approach. Since this unitary is derived from optimizing the norm between ground states and projected ground state, we call this method as ground state unitary transformation.
Construction of the unitary
The stack of gates can be used to construct unitary transformations. These gates are also called disentanglers in MERA algorithm [4] . We analyze two structures for constructing unitary using gates. The DMRG-like gates and the MERA-like gates. In half-filling case, the 3-sites DMRG-like gates (Left) can reach very high accuracy. Figure 3 shows the convergence of the gates versus the system-size and the convergence of the gates versus layers of gates for half-filling case. In half-filling case, the optimization can reach a very high accuracy using a three-sites DMRG-like gate. 
Half-filling
From perturbation theory. At half-filling case. When U >> 1. There is a mapping between the Hubbard model and Heisenberg model [5] 
After applying the unitary from optimization to the Hamiltonian. We get the effective Hamiltonian. We get the term J and term a by fitting the effective Hamiltonian yielded by the unitary transformation to the corresponding terms. Figure  4 shows the comparison between the fitting of the J from Hamiltonian yielded by the unitary transformation and the theoretical equation J = 4 * t 2 /U .
t-J doped results
For doping cases. We construct Effective Hamiltonian using t-J space. In t-J space, the accuracy of the norm is much worse than the half-filling case. The cutoff we use to construct MPO is much higher as well. To achieve a better model. We have to use smaller cutoff in applying the unitary gates, which yield MPO with big bond dimension. The bottom left figure shows the comparison between low energy levels of Effective H and the Hubbard model. System size(N) = 6. Number of particles(P) = 4, cutoff=10 −3 . Figure 6 shows the center Bond dimension of the MPO for effective Hamiltonian versus U and cutoffs for the t-J doped case with System size(N) = 6, Number of particles(P) = 4. Here we can see that doping case requires a very high bond dimension. The 10 −2 cutoff is not enough to get enough accuracy, but we already need pretty big bond dimension. For the doping case, since from Hubbard to t-J model. The coefficients for high order terms are still pretty big compared to low order terms. So it is hard to yield an effective low-energy Hamiltonian with only a small number of low order terms.
6 Conclusions
